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Underwear
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for
Pleasure
Many a real pleasure is postponed or missed entirely for the
;
want of a few surplus dollars.
That trip you have long wanted
to make—the things you need to
pursue your j hobby—a hundred
ways in which your life may be
made more complete—will be within
reach if you have a little surplus
money set aside.
Or perhaps there are pleasures
that you want to give others.
, Add to your savings accounts in

Hie Elmira Savings Bank
and get more out of life.
212 East Water Street

Elmira, N. Y.
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power of the employees and era
ployers less unequal.
"While the national trade union,;
or labor union, is still necessary
for the protection of the workers, it has certain definite and
considerable limitations. Its function is to defend the interests of
the employee against the aggression or the obstinacy of the employer. „. Of itself, primarily,
formally, the labor union is not
concerned with a larger product
or a better product."

Father John A. Ryan, D. D.,
Director of the Social Action De.partrrrent of the National Catholic Welfare. Council, has written
a timely pamphlet on "Capital
and Labor." The purpose of the
pamphlet is to seek methods of
"Today, more than ever before,
harmonizing the difficulties that
the great and immediate need of
arise between capital and labor.
society is for more and better
"The interests of capital and products. This need cannot be
labor ^are identical in a general met except through the willing
way and in the long run, but not and honest co-operation of the
at every point o f ' t h e i r mutual workers. His industrial position
relations nor at every moment of must be so modified that he will
time. In general, it is to the cam- find himself in some degree a
moii interest of capital and labor partner in the enterprise rather
to make their joint product as than a mere executor of orders,
large as possible; for the greater or animated instrument of prothe dividend, the greater will be duction.
In modern industry,
the shares-of both. This propo- where the operation of an indussition is true of every case in trial unit requires the concerted
which the proportion of the action of many persons, the exwhole product obtainable by labor ercise of directive capacity by the
is fixed at the outset of the pro- worker can be obtained only
ductive process." Because, how- through organization and coever this is not always the case operation. The question is not
there are times when it is to the whether the worker shall be an
interest of particular groups of employee or the manager of a
labor, who have a monopoly on a small shop or a small farm. It
particular type of labor, to dimin- is whether he shall be a mere
ish production, stretch out the executor of orders, or whether
working time, and expand the he shall participate, in common
total amount of wages. But if with his fellow-workers, in some
all kinds of workers were strong- of the operations of management.
ly organized and were to attempt It is mainly in the industrial or
this, the general decline of pro- productive department of a busiduction would lower the stand- ness that labor participation in
ard of living and harm all the management can become benefiworkers,
cial to employees or employers."
"The interests of labor and
The ordinary instrument of
capital are not identical in the
participation in management is
division of the product.
The
the shop committee. The men
greater the share received by
have a contribution to give to the
labor the less will be the share
methods of work and this contriof capital. This is a mathematibution the shop committee allows
cal fact. Inasmuch as the material
them to give, The shop cominterests of capital and -labor are
mittee is not, however, a substi^,
identical" in some respects and
tute for a union, and even if it is
opposed in other respects, the
intended to be such, it will not
duty of every lover of peace and
long remain, under the dominajustice is trt emphasize and extion of the employer, for "no
tend as far as possible the^field
form of labor association can reof common interests and to remain long under the control of
duce to its lowest attainable dithe employer, or of any power
mensions the domain of antagoother than that of the employees
nistic interests. The most effecthemselves." The domain of the
tive means to this end would J>e
shop committee and the labor
religion; for, as Pope Leo XIII
union is distinct and at the pres'declares, it reminds 'each class of
ent time the two should supple
its duties to the other, and espement each other.
cially of the obligations of j u s "All the advantages of labor
tice.' " At the present, however,
"only a minority of either capi- participation in management can
talists or laborers ask themselves be increased and supplemented
sincerely and searchingly the by a system of labor shariifg in
question: 'What does justice re- surplus, profits."
quire of tne in this controversy
"The long discussion of *he?e
with the other party to the in- devices has been dictated by the
dustrial c o n t r a c t ? ' "
conviction that a considerable
Lack of contact between the
employer and his employees compels the employer to treat his
men as "a collection of productive
units." But personal relationship can only be restored in the
typical business concern of t o day through organization and
representation.
Representative^
of the owners can meet with representatives of the employees to
restore the lost personal relationship of the old time business firm.
The oldest type of organization
is the labor union. Dr. Ryan in
explaining words of Pope Leo
on the right of organization says
that they "mean in practice that
labor organizations should be accorded the right to choose freely,
without restriction by -employers,
the persons who are to represent
them in their dealings with the
employers. A s compared with
capital, labor has always been the
weaker party in negotiations
about wages amTother conditions
of employment; T o attain/a position of approximately equal
bargaining power, laborers must
act as a body, "arid the individuals,
who represent them in the bargaining process must be the most
effective that they can find. Such
representatives are generally t h e
officers of the unions."
More
skillful in bargaining and not dependent on the* graces of the employer for their livelihood, they
help to make the bargaining

change in the industrial status of
labor and in the relations" between labor and capital is inevitable. Labor will insist on the
chrfnge, and capital will in the
long run profit by willingly
acquiescing. Co-operation and
partnership between the two
great industrial groups must take
the place of conflict and dependence. The most effective means
to these ends seem to be labor
sharing i n management a n d
profits."
"So much for the common interests of the two industrial
parties. As already noted* these
apply only to those processes and
relations which are involved in
the making of the product. As
regards the division of the product, the interests of capital and
labor a r e mutually opposed.
While labor participation in mam
agement and profit sharingVoUld
considerably soften the conflict
over the division of the product,
it would not and "could not solve
the problem."
There follows: a discussion by
Dr. Ryan of t h e right division of
the product. The discussion is
brief and incomplete, giving the
more important principles such
as the right of access to the
earth's sources of livelihood under reasonable terms 'and conditions, the fight of decent livelihood from work, the right of
{Continued on Page 35)
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